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Spectator
The

Redhawks go down in Skybridge: A perfect fit
NAIA regional semis
Austin Burton
Sports Editor
Three points and six minutes

—

that was all that stood between the
Seattle University men's basketball team anda shot at the NAIA National
tournament.

But playing in their third road game in six days, the Redhawks were
bound to hit the wall sometime.
With 6:15 to play in the NAIA West Independent tournament semifinals, the Redhawks trailed the Briar Cliff University Chargers, 43-40.
"That's when the fatigue factor kicked in, and our fundamentals broke
down," saidSUheadcoach Joe Callero. "At that point they pulledaway,
and wehad somekey turnovers thatbroke ourback."
TheRedhawks shotpoorly and wereoutmuscledon the boards throughout the game,making just 16 of 51 field goals (31 percent) and getting

See Redhaivks on page 11

Learning and Writing Centers
team up for student sucess

SEANREID / A&E EDITOR
A crane holds theskybridge in placewhileconstruction workers secure the ends into supporting struts.

Clarence regalado

NatalieMosca
StaffReporter

"fWeJ spent a fair amount of at around4:30in the morning.Trafmoney gettingthrough the permit- fic leading into and out of the
Construction crews erected the ting process," Jerry Pederson, As- Murphy village andgarage was deskybridge on Sunday,another addi- sociateVicePresidentofFacilities toured into the parking lot of the
tion in the ongoingconstructionof Administration said.
Bessie Burton Sullivan building,
the new Student Center complex
"It's a historic day for Seattle whichgavecars access to Jefferson
that has been going on since last University," president Father Street. The bridge arrived 45 minyear. The skybridge now connects Stephen Sundborg, SJ explained. utes late because of complications
the south end ofcampus to the yet "It bridgescampus ina tremendous in transportation.
incomplete Student Union build- way. Visitors will be able to flow
Construction beganat dawn and
ing.
from one part of campus to an- continued into the day.
A handful of students and staff other." Sundborg braved the cold Somestudents were excited at the
showedup forthe event thatclosed along with the handful of peopleto thought of using the new bridge.
off a block of James Street from see the new bridge find its home. "[Now] you won't have to walk in
12th Street to the 1 lthStreet walkSeattle University Public Safety the rain," mused Alyson Grace, a
way.Closingthe street wasno easy assisted Baugh construction in dematter.
See Skybridge on page 5
touring traffic and closing the road

StaffReporter

Mid-terms areover and new promises for better study habits echo on
the February wind; the wind, relentlesslyblowing, is also areminderthat
evenas one academic struggle passes, another is surely gusting alongto
take its place.
TheOlympic athletesinSalt Lake Cityknow about this wind; theydeal
withit every day in their struggles for greatness. At their sides, though,
arepersonal coaches who evaluate and help them with their individual
performances. These are the first people to cheer when an athlete is
victorious. They are also the people tonote setbacks and develop new
strategies to cope withspecial needs.
—
—
Watching the Olympics generates the desire the need for a personalacademiccoachwhowillworkcollaboratively with studentsday or
night, a person who's willing to seriously evaluateindividual strengths

See Features on page 8

Poetic talent visits courtesy of Counterbalance SU Forensics makes
Melissa Sweat
Staff Reporter

wonderful displays of spirit, creativity, and community.

Ms. Finch and her poetry emSeattle University was gracedby
grace herself whenpoetAnnieFinch body such
read fromEve, one ofher booksof

qualities,and

poems, in Pigott Auditorium last
Thursday.
The event was part of the 20012002 Counterbalance Poetry Season sponsored by Counterbalance
Poetry, a Seattle-based,non-profit
corporation dedicated to the presentation of poets through various
media,and SU's Creative Writing
Program.

this in her
reading,
overlooked.)

Herintroduction,alone,by
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alongthe way,Ms.Finchis
highlyrecognizedin her

it to elite nationals

Nicole Retana

"We're really excited about it

News Editor
about right now," Greta Smith, jundemic and literary
Monday marked a turning point ior Political Science major, said.
voice.Shehas written in the running dialogue of the Se- Smith ispart one of the two-person
L four books of po- attleUniversityForensicsClub.For team that receivedthe invitation to
etry includingEve the first time in its history, a SU the tournament onMonday.Souders
and has a fifth, forensics team has been invited to is part two. "We've been working
Marie Moving: the National Debate Tournament, for it all year and we're just ecstatic," she added.
An Epic Poem, NDT.
inprogress.Her
NDT is one of two nationaldeSouders likened the invitation to
; poems have bate tournaments that take place Gonzaga University's trip to the
I beenpublished everyyear. The first, theCross Ex- Sweet16 NCAAbasketball tournaIinmanydiffer- aminationDebate AssociationTour- ment.
i ent journals nament, CEDA,is anevent inwhich "It's kindof like the World Cup
and she has SU annually participates whereall of debate," Smith said, emphasizalso written threecriticalbooks on 300 of the United States' college ing the importance of the tournapoetry with focus on form and the
debate teams convene to"basically ment. "When we found out, it was
dynamics of meter. She currently duke it out,"Mick Sounders, senior just fantastic."
teaches at the Universityof Miami PoliticalScience and English maAccording to Souders, commitin Ohio.
jor, said.
tees in charge of
' selecting teams,
And there's more.
But NDT is different. The most study each team sperformance over
Her interest has spread into vi- prestigiousinvitationalin thecoun- the course of the season and note
sual and performing art such as try, only 64-70 teams are selected the previoustournaments they have
field as a

strong aca-

-

could not be

like a valedictorian's list
of achievements.
Ms.Finch alongwitha multitude
EarningherB Amagnacum
of talented poets, like Carolyn Kizer laude from Yale, her MA in
and Campbell McGrath, were fea- creative writing from the Univertured on campusand contributed to sity of Houston, her PhD from

Index

Stanford, and numerous awards

12-13
14
15
15
16

See AnnieFinch on page 4

by committees to participate.

Sec Forensics, page 5
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Editorial
Skybridge
University lifeis a whirlwindof change. This change
comes in many forms: emotional, psychological, and
intellectual. However, the most noticeableand recent
changes for this University have been the physical
ones.
The University, due to cityregulations, cannot stretch
its legs further into the surrounding community.
Therefore, over the past couple of years they had to
tighten an already small campus into a maze of new
buildings in a bold attempt to expand.
Unfortunately,they have alsoadded new elements of
constraint.
Poor long-term planning can be held accountable for
this problem, but the University has taken this in stride
and pursued their vision of expansion anyway.
The steel edifice of the new Student Center gained a
skybridge this weekend, but the community of SU
gained another headache at the same time.
Security is always aconcern for a university. But this
structure, which was supposed to bring anew freedom
of transportation to the school, may also attract unwanted traffic.
Rumors have taken flight about the skybridge being
open to the public. Murphy residents, already wary of
car prowls, may soon have to wonder about transients.
How can the University guarantee that residents of the
apartments, as well as students, staff and faculty, can
remainsafe while being exposed to questionable security risks?
The University has yet to inform the SUpublic about
their proposedsafety measures to guarantee protection.
These issues must be addressed. They must also be
dealt with immediately. The new Student Center will
open in the fall, and the campus population must be
ready to face a new chapter in Seattle University
expansion, which will initiate unique challenges. The
University must give them the tools to do so.

-mumar

(RegardingTynanletter,Fefe. 14)

Iwouldlike to bring some clari-

i fication to

some of the issues
brought
last
week
inaletter to the
E
editor regarding student Involvej ment in the University decisionmaking bodies. For the two years
have been involved in
time that I
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havebeen 'student centered',howevermoremust bedoneif weshould
achieve the progress wedesire.
Hie University should provide
more information of the commit
tees thatmakeor workondecisions
andstudents shouldbe invited tobe
involvement throughout the uni- an active part. It is roy belief that

the reality of a somewhat patriarchal institution and it isan uphill
battle to have complete student involvement yet thishasbeen agoal
of highimportance that ASSUhas
been pressing for on behalf of the
students of SU, to allow for more

—

and task forces.

The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle

University. It is published every Thursday,except during
holidays and examinationperiods, for a total of 28 issues during
the 2001-2002 academic year.
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle
University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783

an incredible opportunity andben-

Furthermore, our efforts have efit ismissed whenstudents aren't

been fruitful, though farfrom over,
Last year we achieved the placement of an undergraduate and
graduate studentrepresentedinthe
UniversityPlanningCommittee, the
planning and budgeting group of
universitygovernance beneath the
Board of Trustees. (Though the
other half to the UPC, the Execulive Team, has no plan to include
students, faculty or staff in the
weekly operational decisions
made.) The President of ASSU,
Virgil Domaoan,is invited andinvolved with theBoardof Trustees
meetings and numerous committees within the universityhavehad

niversity

Keeping watch Since

jS§ Ha

ASSU.mystudentcoIIeagusSsandl versify withinitsdecisionandplan- everything within the University is
rungbodiesof committees, boards directly related to the students and

i have worked to establish a conj structivepartnershipofstudentsand
administration in the planningand
j operationoftheUniversity. I
agree
withthe letter'sintent on stressing
theneed formore student involve( ment, though Imust respectfully
disagree with the premise andreasoningexpressed.
There are many differences
i withinaprivate and public university. Since Seattle University,is
not funded by tax payer dollars
school, a private
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- such as a state
university
!
does
not follow the same
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signed com| laws and protections that mandate
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NEC- [ students on many of themain deciESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its
sion making bodies ofuniversities
suchaswhat you seeat theUniverSTUDENT BODY.
| sity of Washington or other state
s c at t

lmk

H0

invitedintothe fullness of whatour
"University Community" should
be. We are working towards this,
along with other important goals,
and we need students to rally behind thecauseandlettheir voicebe
heard. The student body is potentially the most powerful and influential voicein the University andI
strongly encourage students to email, write or call your representafives in student government, the
administration and letters to The
Spectator with your continued
thoughtsand opinions.Every voice
makes a difference!
Sincerely,

fl t^ K

l^HiS:

r

ONE YEAR AGO TODAY THE

EARTH MOVED UNDER OUR FEET

I
B^^^ *i^^^*.»>J K| JL '_ <&
l^k— JPPB fc3E?*^^flB^i

approximately 45 seconds,and the
~~
epicenter of the quake was 52 km
B&K.
below ground. The quake was felt
as far awayas SaltLake City,Utah, andmanypeople had problems us- j
There were400 injuries, only four ingmethods ofcommunication.
SUcloseddown forseveral hours,

——

andavoid
catavtrnnhe
—'-i*—
Miiiuwiyiiw
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SU parking woes ruin relationship
Coincidentally, my boyfriend the parking situation on campus.
asked the same question when he Rarely do I ever stumble upon a
heard news of the tragedy and, parking structure that has no more
men, let me quickly interject an that ten cars in it— and I
have been
important rule if youintend to re- on campus as earlyas 11 a.m.and as
main in a long-term, serious rela-

tionship:

NICOLE RETANA
News Editor
Two days agomycar was towed.
Yep, that's right. A big greasy
truck with a huge pink toe and a
Jesusfish onitstoppedby Madison
Avenue sometime between 4:30
p.m. and 5:15 p.m. and towedmy
tiny littleFord Rangerout fromher

resting ground.
Now Iknow what most of you
must be thinking:

"Didn't you know that it is illegal topark onMadison between 4
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Saturday?"

—

late as 3:30 a.m. that this sudden
space, in the middle of the day, appeared all of a sudden like an oasis.
slammed
When Igotoutof the car, I
the door,praisingmy good luck and

When your girlfriend turns to
that one person who always makes
things like bad hair and towed
trucks all better— that's you, ge- the favor of the gods.
—
However, Ishould have known
n ius never,eversuggest thatwhat
has befallen her could have been better and foreseen that if it is too
avoidedthrougha littlewordcalled good to be true, then it probably is.
"ob-ser-va-tion."
Just like this new skybridge that
There areso many ways for you will be"integrating SUintothecomto suggest it without actually say- munity" will supposedly be to the
ing it. Gentlemen, we are on to benefit of the campus.
you, and yes, we do look before
Can somebody tell me how?
intersection,
entering
the
Okay,soundergraduatesand some
merging,
parking
and
in street zones.
law students will not have to risklife
Ithink my problem was that I andlimbjust to getback and forth to
— classes anymore. But really how
wassoenchantedby al1 thespace
—
there was only one othercar that many of us get hit each year anyI
immediately pulled into the spot way? Wait, that's not the point.
The point is that the skybridge is
like a plant to the sun, or quasi

only addingand encouraging traffic
intellectuals to the ChaCha.
What Ithink it boils down to is to be reroutedinto the Murphy Ga-

—

which, like the
three other lots, is already full to
capacityduring school hours.
Can someone explain to me why
it is thatI
received a tendollar ticket
fromthe St. Ignatius parking lot a
month ago for parking in a spot for
which I had a permit for just because it was before 3 p.m.?
I'm sorry, why didIpay $150 for
this parking pass again? Oh that's
right, so Ican fight betweenall the
alumni and reserved"visitor spots"
for all the school's convenientlyheld campus events. And what's
going to happen when the new Student Centeropensandfi venew con-

rage parking lots

ference roomsbecomeavailablefor
even more conferences and less

parking?
Well onbehalf of the entire com-

utes movingyour car toa new spot
to avoid a $28 dollar fine, all the
timeasking why you even spentthe

$ 150 for the pass there is neverany
room to use.
So now maybe everyone understandsa littlebit better, whyIjumped
at the chance for a space. Icherishedtheopportunityto park my car

without worrying about theevils of
parallel parking and bumper-tobumper Austin Powers-style backing in.

Who knows? Maybe someday
there willbe a campus whereeveryonecan have a parkingspot, where
some buildings will be built out of
necessityand not becausethealumni
think they will look pretty.
Someday I will be an alumnus,
and by God if there is not a Nicole

muting SU community,Ijust want

Retana Parking Lot in

to send administration a big thank
you for looking out for us and pro-

then you'll know Iwasunsuccessful and amliving off of unemploy-

viding so adequately for our needs.

ment.

I know you understand what it's
like to run out in between your two
hourclasses and spend twenty min-

In closing, don't park on Madisonfrom 4 p.m. to6 p.m.,except on

ten

years,

Sundays.

Modern bedrooms-not just for sex
close-minded; but as most things
do, it got

covered and misplaced
andofcourse I
never gotaround to
amherein college
it.But nowthat I
livingin the ever-so-roomy, welcoming, and pleasant dorms, Irecall her words more than ever.
Guess what: Istill oppose her
views!
Erica Dietz
Although1am betterable to unSpectator Columnist
derstandher concern for theyouth
The times are changing; things of today,Iam alsobetter equipped
aren't the way that they used to be. to argue my point as well.It's not
The ways life is for my generation just people outsidemy generation
is nothing like the way they were who still are against mixedgender
for the generation ahead of us.let socializationin the presence of a
alonethe way it wasfor ourparents. mattress. Surprisingly, Ihave met
I read an opinion article about plenty ofstudents on campus who
these differences a few years ago still believe that opposite sexes
that upset me, but Icouldn't pin- can't even talk in the privacy of a
point exactly why.The author was bedroom.
a lady in about her late 40s to early
I
respect thatthese studentshave
50s, and by heropinion the agegap their own views, but Ialso think
was quite obvious. She was writing that these views for the most part
about her opposingviews of today's are outdated. Istill strongly beyouth entertaining in their bed- lieve that the typical bedroom of
rooms.
my generationdoes not equal sex
and
promiscuity!
pinnedit
Icut out the column and
to my bulletin board intending to
The bedroomis no longer a deswriteher back telling her she was ignated place for sleep and sleep

'

alone. This alone is obvious by just

point: you wouldn twanttobe somelooking into it. There's definitely whereelse. It seems only logical to
moreinthe roomthanthe traditional continue spending time there.
bed andchest of drawers. Rather, it
But then come the parental
is morelike a place ofentertainment voices...but there's still a bed in
thanof sleep.Especiallyin college, there and the kids will get into
it'sa place tolivenot just torest your trouble!I'llgive thatcolumnist and
head.
the rest of the parents some credit.

the family room or the kitchen you
always want us to hang out in.
Parents try to control promiscuity by restricting who enters the
bedroom of their son or daughter.
But they can't, and they know it.
Beds and bedrooms don'tadvocate
sexual activity; being young and

Think back a year or two before
you went to college...what was in
your room? A TV? A VCR? A
Nintendo? A computer? A phone?
Whatever was in there,it was yours.
Your roomwasyourownlittleworld
whereyoucouldescapelifeand just
hang out. When you were in there,
nothing else mattered.
It was to the point where being
sent to your room, if your parents
were that old fashioned, was no
longer apunishment. Seriously,why
wouldn't you want to be in there?
That's whereeverythingthaimeant

growing, up \nst\Us cviriosVvy

Yesof course andespecially nowin
college,there is a certain amount of
sexual activity thatis bound to take
place in the bedroom.
It still doesn't mean that the bedroomequals sexual activity.Ifparents areso afraid of the immorality
of my generation, then they might
want to remember what it was like
when they were our age. If people

Cell phone providers are out to
bad as Ithought it would be), and
as Ifelt the urge to launch my
dreadedcellulardevice ontoone of

\rv

people.Thebedin thebedroomjust
tends to be the place where this
curiosity and sudden fascination
takes place.
Now that Isit here in my dorm
room which functions as a bedroom, a study, living room, and
sometimes kitchen, Ilaugh. There
are many occasions when Ienter—
want to do something bad enough tain people in my room it's my
they will do it no matter therestric- house. But just because there is a
bed in the room, it doesn't mean
tions.
Stopping people from entertain- that anythingpromiscuous orsexual
ing in aroom that is no longerreally occurs.
For allof those out there whostill
anything was!
a bedroom isn't going tostop young
bedroom,
The
furnished with ev- people from being curious, experi- believe that no one of the opposite
erythingyou would want, waswhere mental, or even completely sexual. sex should enter someone's bedyou spent your time. So why If they are banned from their bed- room, pleasecut us all some slack.
wouldn't you want to go there to rooms, their own places in their Have some faith in us, and don't
hang out with your friends when world, they will find somewhere always assume that we are always
they came over? That's exactly my else to take care of business. Like up to no good.

For example,the Campionlobby
and basement has horrible reception. So does the Bellarminebasement. Furthermore, you can't get
into an elevator without having to
bidyour lovedone goodbye. Either
be lazy and take the elevator or talk
to your loved one. Funny how most

the conceptofcellular phones,which

is why Ibought one in the first
place. Inprinciple,cellular devices
are supposed to be an easier way to
keep in touch withpeopleonthe go.
People are brought closer together
because of technology.
Thefunny thing is, the onlything
that gets closeris my fist to my cell
phone as Irage at the infernal ma-

the rooftops of my building, Irealized something else.
How could Ihave racked up so
many minutes when most of the
timeoncampusIhave a stupid "no
CLARENCE REGALADO
service" message flashing on my people pick the elevator. And let's
Spectator Columnist
greeting screen?
not evengetinto99%ofthe Murphy
Yes, "no service," the most apartments.
With anticipationImademy way
chine.
Frustrating and worse yet, Ican't
What complicatesmatters worse
through the icy winds of Seattle to feared phrase for anyone with a
spoils
of cellular phone. It appears when is that everyone seems tocall every- come up with any solutions to allemy mailbox to check the
the day (or rather, what fun stuff you travel to many places oncam- one else (or maybe just me) when viatethe problem(which Ithink I'll
Mr. Mailman had left me). Igot a pus. It's almost like the architects there's no service on your end.The dedicate my life to). I've wondered
bill. Oh, joy.
that designed the buildings here Sprint web page advertises that its whatwouldhappenif Iwrappedmy
Well, it wasn'tjust anybill:it was had somekind ofbeef against cel- networkreaches more than230mil- body in foil and tried to make a
the bill from the good people at lular phone users (or just me in lion people.It makes me wonder phonecall.If I
can't keep in touch
Sprint PCS Corporation.$97.34.
particular)because there are many just how many of those people's with my friends, perhaps I'llmake
I kind of snickered to myself, cellular "dead spots" on campus. phonesactuallywork.Probablynone somenew friends with my cool suit
until the fact that this wasn'tsome Most heavily hit by the Grinch of them, if they all visitedSeattle of tinfoil.
kindof sick joke dawnedon me. It who stole your ring-tone are those University.
I'vealso wonderedifclothes kept
was a pretty large bill (but not as who live on campus.
Now don't get me wrong, Ilove you from receivinga signal.

The Spectator " February 28, 2002

get

me

Again, if I can't call a friend to
tell them what time I'll meet with
them, I'll meet new people as the
nice police officers stuff me into tlu
back of their cruiser for indecent
exposure.
But seriously. I've tried everything to fight for the reception that
I pay so much for a month. I've
pulled the antenna in and out in
search for the holy beamsofreception from the sky. I'vealso craned
my neck in this and that direction,
only to make myself look like I
have severe mental issues. Oh
c'mon, don't give me that look; I
know you'vealldone thesamething
too. At any rate, allIcan do is hope
and continue to experiment with
my silver box of wonderful cellular
technology. If anything. It looks
very aerodynamicand Ibet it'll fly
reeaaaalfar.

News
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SECURITY REPORT
Austinburton
Sports Editor

Smell what they're

Then where'dit go?

cookin'?

Tuesday, 2-19-02
Hey, Butt-Head
Friday, 2-22-02
At 1 p.m.aresidential advisorin
Campionreported a narcotics vioAt 8:45 a.m.,afirealarm
Monday,2-18-02
lation. The three residents in the wentoffintheCaseyBuildA janitor reported burnt con- room admittedtheyhadbeen smok- ing. CPS and the Seattle
crete padding between the retain- ing marijuana and turned over a FireDepartmentresponded
ing wall of the Sullivan Hall and small amount.
and found that the exhaust fans in
the west sidewalk.The burnt area
the kitchen area were not on while
You gotta think,"Think!"
covered about two feet. Campus
someone was cooking.
Public Safety found severalcigarette butts littering the area.
Tuesday, 2-19-02
Messages in action
At around 10:30 a.m., a student
left acampuscard with $4 wrapped
Jerky Boyz
Friday, 2-22-02
around it on a table in the Hawk's
Graffiti wasdiscovered bya janiNest.The studentsaid theystepped torin a men'sbathroominthePigott
Monday, 2-18-02
A CampionTowerresident said away from the table for a coupleof Building. Numerous "derogatory
he had received two threatening minutes and returned to find the messages" were written in one of
phonecalls within five minutesof "cardand money missing. CPS dis- the stalls. The incident was docueach other. CPS is investigating covered that noone had tried touse mented and the messages cleaned
the card since then.
up.
the source of the calls.

Come on, they were just
trying to lighten themood
Saturday, 2-23-02
At 2:30a.m., an unidentified individualwasbotheringstudents who
weretrying tostudy in theCampion
lobby.
Onceconfronted by CPS, theper—
son who has no affiliation to the
school continued to cause a disturbance and wasslow to leave the
lobby.
The person finally left once CPS

—

contacted the Seattle Police Department.

Tour dc Force
Saturday, 2-23-02
CPSreceived a reportof a bike
theft from near the Pigott Building.
The victim saidheused acable
lock tosecure his bike to a rack on
the east side ofPigott at 8 a.m.He
returnedat 4 p.m.and thebike was

gone.

Annie Finch: poet of many talents proudly proclaims her womanhood
From front page

decided

to form her own community.
Wom-po, the Women'sPoetlistserve, is devoted to the discussion
of women poets and their critical
work in all periods, languages,and
cultures.

choir, opera, and a current project

community.Sheanswered,"It'sbe-

cause it's ninety-eight

percent

—

women."
where she is working with
Married with two children an
puppeteers for the play The
eleven -year old boy and a three
—
Mermaid,premieringinCincinnati
year-old girl Finch is very much
next fall.
in touch with her womanhood, and
This infusion of her
it shows throughher popoetryin various art forms
etry.
allows Finch to reach a
In fact, Eve is enpraised my
greateraudienceand thus
trenchedinthe dichotic
a greater community.
forehead, breast. you've all celebration of what—it
Herdesirefor commumeanstobe awoman
nity andthe high-esteem
both Joyed and feared,
lives to praise the
she has for it led her to
soft and strong, physiannie finch
create a tangible place
callyfragilebut wholly
powerful.
wherepeople couldcome
together as free-spirited, poetryCreated about five years ago,
As Finch readin her title poem,
Wom-po is now about 240 women "When mother Eve took the first
minded equals.
Basically, she was tired of the and a fewgoodmen strong. Appar- appledown/fromthe treethat grew
egocentric arguing insimilar com- ently it hasbeen quite a success.
where nature's heart had been/and
munities where nothing beyond
Someone onceaskedFinch what came tumbling, circling,rosy, into
fighting was accomplished,so she the secret was behind such a great sin/which goddesses were lost, and

"You've

eyes,

our

rest."

which were found?"

rest."
Images of goddesses are woven
Full of witand wise observation,
inamongst themes ofgrowingupas colored withdense nature imagery,
a young woman, experiences as a ("Imanagedto stayclose enough to
mother, family, love, death, and nature so I
never really lost it," she
strength.
says) Finch's poetry is the voiceof
The crowd laughed to Finch's a deeply, intense human.
She has a grace of languageand
"Coy Mistress" a response to Andrew Marvell's poem, which she self that she shared so greatly with
claimed to be the one humorous the SU community.
Go see other poets and lectures
poem in her repertoire: "You've
praised my eyes, forehead, breast. by Counterbalance at their website,
You've all our lives to praise the
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Attention Journalism and
Communication majors!
The Spectator is looking for reliable,
creative writers who know how to meet a
deadline.

If you are interested or would like more
information please call us at (206) 296-6470.
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Skybridge: extended public access raises Forensics: a season of hard
additional security and parking concerns work and dedication pays off
From front page

From front pave

than ASSU had donated— s4,ooo
Inaddition tothe fundraisingund
participated in— an unknown ASSU' sdonation.theclub receives
juniorin Nursing. She was outsinci
important aspect of forensics.
nine in the morning video-tapinj
an annual allotment from SU adthe event.
Souders jokingly said that it was ministration of $11,000, totaling
For others, safety and securit;
comparable to the status and cover- an annual budget of $17,900.
Throughout the year, this money
are issues regarding the
age a struggling model tries to accomplish by hanging out at all the has sent the forensics team to
skybridge, which is open to
right clubs and being seen with all debates all over the country, leavthe publicduring thenew Stuing the club with no funds for the
dentCenter's hours ofoperathe right people.
The four-day debateis set to take invitational.
tion.The fact that it leadsinto
"I talked to [the appropriation
place March 23rd through the 26th
the courtyard of the Murphy
Apartment complex raised
committee]
at South Western Mississippi State
a week ago," Souders
Michael
Director to carpool."
said,"andat thatpoint the commitsome eyebrows.
University in Springfield, Miss.
"When anyone enters the
of Campus Public Safety
SeattleUniversity willstill Unfortunately, it
tee was all for givi
haveparking spots available, is
doubtful
zero dollars."
skybridge,"Pedersonassured,
"they have to act like they are on Department director Mike Sletten but nowhere people will want to whether Souders
Souders acWE MADE A
lowledges that
campus. It's built so that Seattle does not think safety will bea prob- park. He estimatesthere are 50 un- andSmithwillbe
University's community can useit lem.
used stalls by the Connolly Center. able toaccept this budget request
>t week the inviand it will be accessible on both
'The skybridge access provides
Theadditionoftheskybridge will prestigious
tions had not
something
supportfor the community tocross alsodesignate thesouth sideofcam- invitation.
officially sent
ends."
en
for
—
Beinginallthe
the street safely it is a win-win pus as the "busier"side of campus,
d SU's invite
was just a rumor.
situation. We have to see how it explained Father Sundborg. The rightplaces atall like $6,500.
Therefore, ASSU
will evolve,"Sletten said.
new dining facilities oncampus are the right times
said they had no pressing
Asof now, Public Safetyplans planned for the second and third hasexhausted the
reason to allot the
to install several cameras in and floors of the new Student Center, club's expense
WERE
account, and
around the skybridge area. The which will open in August.
funds.
However, now
TheColumbiaStreetCafe willbe ASSU has been UNCOMFORTABLE
skybridge also presents some
opportunities for Seattle remodeled in spring of 2003.
reluctant tocome
thattheinviteisfor
According to Father Sundborg, to the aid of the GIVING US A LARGE sure, Souders is
University's Public Safety
department. They will be able to the north end of campus, which club.
hoping the com"At the begin- SUM OF MONEY LIKE mitteewillbe more
fully utilizethelittle-known south includes Xavier Hall, will be the
office, currently located in levels
"quieter"sideof campusofcam- ning of the year
likely to okay the
Not Ready for
1pus.
we made a
funds now that they
the LSAT?
Three yearsago,the construc- budget request
know
where the
mick souders,
going to.
Steven Klein, LSAT spemoneyis
tion of the Chapel of St. Ignatius for something
Senior political
ialist. Fourteen years and
three and fourof the Murphyparkinggarage.Parkingalsoremains an
open to the public.
issue.Because the skybridge leads
"It isn't different from how we into the Murphy Apartment and
welcome people around campus," garage, it emphasizes use of the
garagecomplex. Whileparking will
Pederson said.
Seattle University Public Safety bein greater demand there, Seattle
—~"~
University stillhas its hands
tied.
SKYBRIDGE...IS A WIN- "We haveas many parking
spaces as the city allows us to
have," Pederson explained.
WIN
"Wehave to try toget people
Sletten,
The bridge will be treated like
other places on campus that are

'THE
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situation/
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Ll'3000m students

drewpeople to the northsideof
campus.
In September, construction

later, I don't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach

it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.

My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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will continueinthe north side of
campus to turn the current SUB

like $6,500,"

Souders said.
"But
said

[ASSU]
they were

"Hopefully,

Science and
English Major

when Igo back on
\ Wednesday! they

v/iNbe aVAe MO give

us something,"
uncomfortable
Souders
large
sumofmoneylike
said
into the school ofTheology and giving us a
Attending the debatealong with
Ministry, a $5 million dollar that."
So instead, ASSU doled out Souders and Smith areMark West.
project.
$2,900
amazing
how
and said they would "be ForensicsDirectorandlecturer, and
"It's
SeattleUniversity cobbles its campus to- more open to a proposal if [the Regina Palouse, first yearlaw stu,« gether over the years. I call debate club] they did some fund- dent at SU School ofLaw.
Il'todayI 1 today 'Skybridge Sunday'— raising," Smith said.
Palouse's experience in debate
Not onlydiddebatecomply with comes from years of debateat her
we've been interested in the
bridge for a long time," Father ASSU's request, but they went undergraduate University of Miaboveandbeyond,fundraisingmore ami and through last year's experiSundborg said.
ence as Assistant Coach
the Western Washington
University forensics

BSBIBI '

team.

"Normally, because
there is only one judge
per round,Mark onlyhas
to work part time at the
debate," said Souders.
"But at NDT there are
two judges per round, so
Mark has to work overtime.That's why weneed

Rcginatofill mas coach,
so that we'll alwayshave
either Mark or Regina
coaching."

Accordingto Souders,

mJW

\y

Ytß HTM

I^l

ECD

mr

\)

l^jH^^^b^^^B

T^vlO^C

for fourpeople to attend
the convention for six
days it will cost $3,159.
However, the clubis not
expecting that much
from ASSU.
"Irequested $3,0(K) lor
the tournament," said
Souders."Just something
will be nice."

According toSouders,
SU has the smallest
forsenics budget out of

the ten northwest debate
teams. The school with

the ninth lowest team,
still has a budget twice
the size of SU's.
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The basketball diaries: Courtney Tinsley
SUjuniorforward chronicles the Redhawks' trip to NAIA regionals

Courtney Tinsley

of the two,but instead surprises us
and pulls into the Outback

As the Outback entrees still lingered and took their toll on our
Guest columnist
Steakhouse parking lot. We were stomachs, some orderedbig while
AUSTINBURTON
like, "No way!"
Sports Editor
others ordered small.All in all, the
9 p.m.-Some loadupon 9-13 oz. meals were fabulous! Quantityplus
At six-foot-three, Courtney steaks, while others settle for qualityis definitely something that
Tinsley is usually the tallest person barbeque chicken.We watchedthe lacks in fine dining nowadays,but
on the basketball court.
Olympic figure skating on the TVs Chili's was able to compensate.
If that weren't intimidating throughoutthe restaurant,and were
6 p.m. Drive to NNU for first
enough for opponents,the fact that pretty bummed out whensome other game against Briar Cliff.
SU's junior center can move is.
chick stole the gold from Michelle
7:30-10 p.m. Warm ups and
"She'svery fast forapost [player]. Kwan.
game against Briar Cliff. Playoffs
She'sgot quick feet," saysSU head
10:20p.m.-Finishdinner.If we bring a lotofhypeand we doagood

.

better.

We failed todeny passes andcrash
the boards like we know how to. I
believe the final score was 83-60,
NNU.
They wereconnectingonlay-ups

12-1 a.m. In roomsandmanda- and attacking theholes in our zone.
tory lights out. The goal for tomor- This loss was definitely a hardone
row against NNU is to stay hy- to swallow, but we still have three
drated and come with that same more games to finish out the season
with, includingarematch withNNU
intensity wehad tonight.

on Monday on our homecourt!
It's always easytojust pack your
Saturday.2-23-02
11-1p.m.-Studytable(although bags,hang yourheads and quit.It's
the keepingyourchin up that'shard.
ob of not letting that some still slept...hehe.)
r the crowd distract
1:45-2:45 p.m.- Shootaround at
We have a lot to prove to ours in any way.
NNU.
selves and everyone else that we
Huge win against
3-4:30 p.m. Pre-gamemeal at have the potentialto finish the seariar Cliff. It was Sizzler. We ate quick and filled up sonout strong with three solidwins.
o >vious that they had well ona variety of selections.
9:30-10 p.m. - Drive to postbit of swagger from
5:10 p.m.-Drive toNNUfor the game meal. The half-hour silence
in the vans was to be expected,as
nlylosing four games championship against NNU.
6:30-9p.m.- Warmups and game some mentally went through the
uring the regular
ason, but we were against NNU. To be successful results ofthe game in their heads.
ady to play.
against this team, wemust stop their
10p.m.-Post game meal atTGI
Their offense is two strengths: going to the boards Friday's.Thispamperingsure didn't
ally a typeofpassive, and shots intransition.If wedothat, seem to have the same taste as the
onnect-the-dotstype. we win. We're motivated to leave others did. Iguess we won't be
seeing Dave with red hair, Kriley
We succeeded inpres- everything out on the floor.
uringthem constantly
At halftime NNU led by 15 and with hugecurls, orJoe with a tattoo.
n defense and five of our players had three fouls. Maybe that's a goodthing after all!
enyingevery pass. It
12-1a.m. Lights out.
as obvious theygot a

coach DaveCox."She'sshut
down threeofthebest posts
"
in the leaguethis year
Tinsley averages 5.9
points and 4.8 rebounds for
the Redhawks,andleadsthe
team in blockedshots.
Off the court, though, the
Phoenix, Ariz,

Applebee's. As always, the meal
was great,but it wasobvious everyone was super-exhausted and a hotelbed couldn't have sounded any

native is as

friendly as sheis frightening
on it.
Her coach describes her
as very well-liked amongher
teammates and a leader by
example.
During the Redhawks'
appearance in the NAIA
West Independent regional
tournament. Tinsley kept a
journal of the trip:

rattled. Plus, we
knew that they hadn't
)it

Sunday. 2-24-02

9 a.m. - Leavehotel for airport.
11:20 a.m. Flight back to Seattle. Idon't remembereverbeing
mistaken for beingon three different sports teams besidesbasketball.
People thought we were the swim
team, then volleyball team, and
finally the soccer team. Why they
thought soccer, with ourheight, stilI
bogglesmy mind.Ourcomment for
the next questioning person was
just that we were SUCricket.
Ip.m.-ArriveatConnolly.Gosh,
it sure feels good tobeback to what
some may call home!

played against any
in
teams as good as
p.m.
4:30
Arrived
Boise.Idaho:theviewofthe
Central Washingtonor
snow-cupped Rockies is Courtney (35) boxes out to get a rebound in the SPU like we had.
'
gorgeous.'
Playing against the
Redhawks 62-57 loss to NorthwestNazarene.
Thirty
7 p.m.
bestalwaysmakesyou
minute
practice
tonight,
drive to
at Northwest were to take onBriar Cliff
a better team
Nazarene University in Nampa, we'dprobablyhave to berolledout
We ran our plays welland were
Idaho.Everyone is pretty pschyed. on the court. Our stomachs feel connectingonourshots (55percent
and practice is intense and sharp. about 10 times bigger after all that fromthefield, 50percentfromthreeMentallyour goalis tostay focused food! Nonetheless, we were very point). We held them toonly seven
for the full 40 minutes tomorrow thankful thatSU increasedthebud- offensive boards and broke their
Coach Kriley promised to
night and each focus on our get a bit for this playoff trip.Win or press well. Final score: 77-68.
grow
out his locks if the
10:30 p.m. Post-game meal at
assignments offensively and lose, the experiencewill last a lifeRedhawks wenttonationals.
defensively. A victory seems well time. May the best team with the
within reach. Practice ends on a most heart come out victorious.
good note, and our belief in our10:30 p.m. - Coach Cox agrees
INTERNATIONALDEVELOPMENT INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
selves as a team remains strong.
that if we go to nationals in Sioux
lowa,
thathe willdye his hair
8:30 p.m. LeaveNNU for din- City,
ner. Everyone prays for anything red, and if we win it all he said he
but another routine trip to Mickey wouldshave it alloff. Now that's a
D's or Burger King. Coach (Dave sight for sore eyes...just kidding!
Cox) fakes like we're going to one
On theother hand,assistant coach
Thursday. 2-21-02

Joe) Fithian

saidhe'd get

a tattoo and Coach (Dan)
Criley said he would no
onger be bald and let all
lishairgrowout. Heclaims
lishair is extremelycurly.
We all picture him having
"do likeScreechonSaved

By theBelland laugh.
11 p.m. - Back in our
ooms inBoise.Someofus
tudied, while others slept
or watched a DVD.

9-11 a.m.- Continental
breakfast at the motel.
11-12:30 p.m. -"Study
Table."

p.m.

Pre-game
shootaround at NNU. Everyone seems confident as

Courtney steps to the line against NNU.
Shr had nine points and seven rebounds

against

the Crusaders.

International placement sites are available in Africa, Asia and both Central or
Latin America.
Applications must be turned in to the Director's office at Loyola 508 by April
22, 2002. Interviews are required ofall applicants.
Application packets can be obtained at either Loyola 508 or Garrand 313.

Friday.2-22-02

1-2

Applications are now being accepted for the Fall Class of the International
Development Internship Program.Students must be of junior standing by
the Fall of 2002 to apply to the program.

we connect on our shots
and get ready to take care
of business come game
time.
3-4:30 p.m. Pre-game
mealat Chili'sBar&Grill.

For further information call:

Dr. Janet Quillian Director at 296-2683 or e-mail
iquillCQ)seattleu.edu

OR CALL
Donna Whitford at 296-5664 -donnaw(s)seattleu.edu
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Taking it to the extreme: SU senior excels as
nationally-ranked downhill mountain biker
CHERYL FARRISH

Seattle's unpredictable weather has
often been problematic for Chandler. During the rainy season, she

Staff Reporter
After two years of training, se-

nior Criminal Justice major Sara
Chandler has finally attained the
national recognition that she has
been waiting for.
In the newly released rankings
for the 2001 season. Chandler
ranked 16th in the country for the
pro women's division of downhill
mountain biking.
Downhill mountain biking is a
relatively new extreme sport that
involvesa 2-5milecoursethattakes

trainingduringthe weekandmoun- and a weekend job at StevensPass.
"Going into my pro season last
tain biking on the weekends.
For Chandler, finding practice spring, it was reallyhard to balance
verything," Chandler
aid.
Chandler's strong
performance in both
ocal andnational races

that it's totally worth it."
As for abandoning her college
education and throwing herself full
force into mountain biking. Chandler notes with humor that a career
in professional racing would not
pay the bills.
"Iknow that biking isn't going to

las earnedherthespon-

supportme throughoutlife," Chan-

orship of Downhill
Zone, a local biking
shop, thatpaysfor most
f her equipment and
ace-related travel ex-

dler commented. "I just plan on

)enses.

In the last year,
)ownhill

racers froma mountain'ssummit to
its base. The sport combines highspeedbicycle racing with the chal-

Zone has
sponsored Chandler at
tworaces inCalifornia

lenge of maneuvering one's bike
overa rugged and diverse terrain.
Chandler's interest in downhill
mountain biking started two days

and one race each in

after her high school graduation,
when she attended the World Cup
of downhill mountain biking at
Snoqualmie Pass.
"It looked like so much fun that
the next day I went out and bought
my own bike," Chandler said. "It
was a piece of junk, but it worked,
and that was all that mattered."
Forthe rest ofthe summer.Chandler practiced on trails throughout
Western Washington, and by the
endof 1999, she says she "got serious" about the sport and bought a
professional-gradedownhillbike.
Training for an outdoor sport in

pto30 milesperhour,
c ownhillmountainbikng has often taken a
>hysical toll on
Chandler's body.
Since she went pro
n 1999, Chandler has
broken an arm, dislocated her right finger
and torn the MCL in
her right knee.
"It can be dangerous," Chandler

Vermont,

Traveling at speeds

SaraChandler at the 2001NordaNationalsinDeer Valley, Utah.
works on her endurance by weight

timeis frequently difficult.Notonly
is she carrying a full course loadat
Beginningin thespring orwhen Seattle University, but she a/so
—
—
the weatherpermits her itinerary works two part-time jobs at the
is modifiedtoaccommodateweight Public Safety Buildingon campus,

—

training and"road riding."
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tective gear during practice and
races. "But Iget so much out ofthis
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said, who \s adamantabout always
wearing a full face helmetand pro-
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area, with info providedby

Seattle Insider (locations found
at www.bikescape.com)
Lincoln Park
Distance: 3-4 miles.
Elevation:500+ feet
Level of difficulty: BeginnerAdvanced.
Novelty Hill

Distance: 10miles
Elevation: 100+ feet
Level of difficulty: Beginner
Phillip Arnold Park
Distance: 8.75 miles
Elevation: 400+ feet
Level of difficulty:
Intermediate-Advanced
Preston RailroadLoop

Distance:13 miles
Elevation: 2500+ feet
Level of difficulty: Advanced

v

seattie-Honohiu flights!

' 120 interisland daily flights!

.

pristine beaches, warm watt

Call your travel agent today or Hawaiian Airlines at 800-367-5320 (It's toll-free, but you can still ask your parents for more money!)

\

/Mountain bike trails in the

* Daily non-stop

.
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doing this for another five or six
years, while it's still fun."
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Features
Spring

Traning

SUMdownthosesentences!Kick thosenotes upanotch!ot\ op
giveme2O...essaytopics. AsyouheadintoSpringQuartet,
ani
wh vnotietapersonalcoachgetyouintopshape-academicah'y?
by NatalieMosca

Mid-terms are over and new
Studyingisoften difficult because
promises for better study habits ofsome mismatchbetween the way
echo with thewind. With thewind a student hasbeen trying to learn or
comes the reminder that the work is expected to learn in a particular
never ends.
class versus his or her own natural
Watching the Olympic athletes way oflearning. Forexample,Annhi
perform andhearingthat it'sspring Tran, a student originally from
trainingseasongeneratethedesire Vietnam, takes a bit longer to reach
—
—
for wanting needing a personal understanding insomeofherclasses
coach, a personal assistant who because certain English words are
will work with you day or night,a more difficult to translateindifferent
person who's willing to seriously subjects. The Learning Center
evaluate your academic strengths helped her develop a plan for
and weaknesses (without mental understanding and workingthrough
castration) and guide you to the this barrier.
point where you improve your
"You have to allow time to work
score to perfection, someone who through that,"
is right there with you going over Tran said. "It's
your work as ifit were their own. tough, but it's
Students on campus often say worthit."
that they wish tohave someonetell
Students feel
them what to add or what not to less pressured
add to work, someone who helps once they've
find new ways to perform and
encourages trying new things.
Wouldn 't it be great, they reflect,
to have someone who routinely
checks my work, my style, my
structure and my form? An
assistant who will run to the store
and buy some groceriesfor me?
Well, maybe there is nothing to
be done about the groceries,but at
leastthere areresourcesoncampus
that can fulfill all of these other

wishes. The Learning Center and

we find out what you'redoing that is
workingso well so thatyoucankeep
repeating it," Mohundro said.
The Learning Center, which
served nearly 200 students in Fall
Quarter,hasfour staffmembers,two
learning specialists, a learning
disabilities specialist and an office
manager.
"Because we couldn't possibly
meet all the needs of the
students werelya lotonbothtutors
andalso subjectspecialists whowork
as part ofourstaff," Mohundro said,

...

adding her appreciation for the
assistanceprovidedby these students

visited

the
Mohundro explained that a person
centers.

who attends the
LearningCenter

can become a
better learner by
gettingdifferent
perspectives on
thevariousways
one studies and
processesinformation and by

Writing Center are the two main
places whereSU students can find talkingabout the
issuesthatcome
these personalcoaches.
Theseresourcesarefree andeasy up while one
to access. The LearningCenter is learns. Ironon the bottom floor of the Loyola ically,it is often

Building. The Writing Center is what a studentis
on thethird flooroftheEngineering already ex—
Building (by the main computer celling at not
—
lab). Both of these places are failing at that
academicresources forallstudents offers
the
on campus
greatest insight.
"Most times.
The Learning Center and
Writing Center specialists take a

holistic

approach

to

understandingthestudentandthe

learningstyles.
student's
'
"
We re here tosupportstudents
in their learning," Anne
Mohundro, a Learning Center
staff specialist, emphasized.
Beyond a linear transmission
of knowledge, the Learning

g I

Center and Writing Center are

models of community learning.
"I feel everybody who comes
to the centers is teaching
everybodyelse,"Mohundro said.
"We want to help those students
we hire to work as tutors and

specialists.^ ouroffice tobecome
coaches for studentsand togrow
in their own learning at the same
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Features
and volunteers

One such volunteer is Joseph
Bossi, a retired Boeing Engineer
Analyst and1 963 Seattle University
alumnus, who joined the Learning
Center this past fall asa tutor inmath
and physics.
"I'dliketo seemoreretiredpeople
doing this," Bossi said. "The
experienceis so useful."
In addition to personal tutors and
specialists, the Learning Center
works with students individually,
handles orien-tations and makes

9

all stages of writing
projects can go to the
Writing Center. They
can get help with
brainstorming for an
assignment, submit a
rough draft for review,
or get assistance with
a later draft in order to
get a finished polish
for theirpaper.
"Butall that's aimed

towards promoting
their learning which

JON NIEGOWSKI / SPEI

Writing Center consultant
Bonidllo thinks that sentences ar

Junior

sandwiches.

WARDS

,

OTOEDITOR

SeniorKatie Doleshel hard at work as a Writing Center coordinator.
campus

is a way that we are verymuch like

presentations.

the Learning Center," Nichols said.

Recently it started
offering facilitated
studygroups, where

Also like the Learning Center,

many

the Writing Center accomplishes
two things: helping students
a student leader is complete an assignment but, more
trained to help the importantly,helping them complete
students work anassignmentin the contextoftheir
together and find overall learning. The goals of the
solutions to the centers are not just to get an
lesson plandevised assignment done and outof the way,
by the faculty.
butrather to do the assignment in a
The Writing way that a student will understand
Center, like the the material and learn how to be a
Learning Center, better student and writer. The
helps students studentcanthen apply that learning
academically, to other situations.
though it focuses
What the centers try to do when
specifically on people come inis greet themnicely
improving writing and make them feel welcomed.
skills for any kind
"We ask 'how can we help,'"
of paper or Mohundro said.
assignment.
The next step is trying to figure
"[Both centers] out what exactly it is that they are
collaborate a lot there for and whatthe assignmentis
together," English thattheybroughtwiththemfor their
Professor Larry typical hour-long session. The
Nichols, faculty centers' consultants arementors, or
advisor for the intermediaries,between faculty and
Writing Center, said."But wereally
are two quite separateentities."
Nicholsexplained thatthe Writing
Center is the cornerstone of the
Writing Across the Curriculum
program, which is a movement to
look at how writing works in all
different disciplines and to help

major Katie Doleshel, one of the
Writing Center's coordinators,said.
Doleshel not only helps other
students, but she is also a client of

promote learning through

the centers.

writing.

He further explainedthat the Writing

students.

"We like to think of ourselves as
friendly first readers," Senior
Theology and Religious Studies

"1

remember

my

first

of the English experience...I was nervous," she
Departmentand theCollegeofArts said. "I wonderedwhat was going
and Sciences.
to happen."
Nichols is the only faculty staff
Thereis an amount oftrust that a
member in the Writing Center. He student has to have going into the
oversees two student coordinators centers.
and 17 student specialists, who all
"We're definitely not going to
devote betweeneight to 12 hours a tear someonea part andmakethem
cry," Doleshel said, pointing out a
week to the center.
Students fromall disciplines with common misconception. "We like
Center is

part

writing, we like breaking down
assignments, and most of all, we
like talking. It's exciting...That's
why we'rehere."
Philosophy and
Junior
Humanities major Mark Bonicillo,
who has been a Writing Center
consultant for nearlytwoyears,said
that being a studentconsultant helps
otherstudents to feel lessdefensive
becausehecanunderstand andrelate
to whatthatpersonis goingthrough.
"Isee myself as a battingcoach
thefine tuner,"Bonicillo said. "The
real coach is the professor."
With conviction in his voice,
Bonicillorecalledmanytimes when
people became empowered and
began taking control of their
learning after just a few visits at the
center.

As in the case of Bonicillo and
Doleshel,

the centers look

to hire

students who write well and who
work well with other students.
"We hire those who have a very
close understanding and insight to

1

■— -d t^i

the difficulties that students are
having," Mohundro said. "We look
for those with good grades and
recommendations from
' a professor
andfor students who vebeen a tutor
in other schools and who really
understand the process of learning

'■■

,___

and want to share it."

Bonicillo creatively looks for
ways to make writing simpler for
others. Hechooses tousea sandwich
as a good example of how a
paragraph should be organizedand
tightlypackaged.
"The top piece of bread is the
topic," Bonicillo explained. "The
—

—
middle

your meat

is your

.
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Nichols,

Wriunx
Center
advisor.

JON NIEGOWSKI / SPECTATOR

Anne Mohundro, Learning Center staff specialist.

evidence.Thebottompieceofbread in helping students achieve
is a summary ofyour argument, a academic success is enabling them
clear restatement of your topic instead of just telling them the
sentence."
answers.
"We ask questions to help them
Consultants at the Writing Center
will work globally to locally with (students)find ways to proceed that
students.
willhelp a student learn inaddition
"This means we begin with a to getting help," Mohundro
student's assignment and what the explained.
Doleshel agrees,addingthat being
student's intention is in that
assignment [global]," Nicholssaid. a proactive learner "is really
"We learn what's the question important in claiming one's
they're trying to answer and how education instead of just receiving
theyare goingabout trying toanswer it."
it and work with thesis level
As the entire SU campus nears
questions and organizational kinds finals, theweekofintense studying,
of things before we get to sentence note taking, and essay-writing,
remember that there are resources
levelissues [local]."
One ofthe most important parts that can help you individuallyfind
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better ways learn, which will help
take the stress out ofyour work.
"The world has various people
and thereis not one way to learnand
we have to adapt to that." Nichols
said. "It's a collaborative activity
that helps youexpress yourself. By
makinguseofthesefacilities, you're

less likely

to become isolated and

limited to the struggle of college
and its costs on your own. You are
joining inyouracademiaandgetting
—
more out of it and less
overwhelmedbyit."

The Writing Center's phone
number is (206) 296-6239; The
LearningCenter 'sphonenumber is
(206) 296-5740.

Sports

K)_

The good, bad, and ugly of the Winter Olympics
The Salt Lake City Games produce storiesfrom all over the map
servatively is not in Bode Miller's

no otherathlete orgroup ofathletes
So Bode did what Bode intheseOlympics faced morepresknows best:he attacked the course sure thantheCanadianhockey team,
likeHomer Simpson at an all-you- who surely felt the weight of hiscan-eatbuffet,and endedup crash- tory and an entire nation sitting
ing, ending his hopes for a third squarely on their shoulders.
medal.
Canadians havemorepassion for
Remember the smile on the face hockey than we do for any single
of 20-year-oldJanicaKostelic from sport. Icame to fully understand
Croatia as she received her record this onSunday,whenIhadthe good
fourth alpineskiingmedal of these fortune to watch some of the game
with a bunchof Canadian skiiers.
Olympics?
JOHN BOYLE
We shouldallbe proudof Apolo
Ihave neverseen anyone as inSports Columnist
Anton Ohno, who not only earned volved in a game as these guys
twomedals, but also displayed ma- were, and after a while it became
The torchhas been put out, allof turity well beyond his 19 years. contagious throughout the Bogus
the medals have been distributed,
When he could have easily com- Basin day lodge.
and all of the urine tests have been plained aboutbeingtaken outin thegiven.
final lapofthe l,(X)O-meterrace,he
Yes,ladies and gentlemen,these
"insteadbrushedtheincidentoff as a
XIX Winter Olympic games have part
of his sport,and wasgenuinely
officiallyreached theirconclusion. happy with his silver medal.
You'll have to forgive me, Idon't
Or better yet, remember those
nature.

It wasso exciting to watch them
hang on every play that Isoon had
toremindmyself which teamIwas
rootingfor.
One Canadian fan summed up
the importance ofthegame whenhe
said,'Thisgameis something we'11
tell our grandkids about. Our generation needs something like this,
our own '72."
The "72" is a reference to the

Sunday and the crowd began singing "O, Canada" Icould not help
but be happy for Canada. They
wanted this game more than we
could everknow.
Andfor just one momentIfound
myself thinking, hey this country
isn't so bad. It is like a friendlier
America, without all the violence
and guns.
(Oops, now I've done it. I went

famous 1972 SummitSeries played and said something political in a
—
againstthe Soviet Union, whichthe sports column. Now Moses I
Canadians won in the final minute mean, Heston and his NRA budofthedecisive game ona shotknown dies are going to be after me.)
in Canada simply as "TheGoal."
Maybe Ishould just stick to writAs the gamecame to anend last ing about baseball.

—

Adventure-Based Leadership Classes

actuallyknow whatXIX meansseeing as how I missed Roman NumeralDayin thirdgrade whenIhad
the chicken pox.
Now that the games are over, let
us forgetalIabout theRussians complaining about, well, everything.
Let us look beyond the corrupt
judging, the performance-enhanc-

(Open to all Juniors and Seniors)

MGMT 471 with Dr. Greg Prussia

whocame to these games simplyto
compete and represent their countries, even if they had no realistic
shot at a medal.
They are athletes like the twoman Iranian ski team, the lone

-

1:00 5:00 PM (Thursdays)

Section: 01

Section: 02

Olympian fromBermuda whocom-

May 2, 9, 16, 23, June 6

5:35 9:30PM (Mondays)
April 29, May 6,13, 20, June 3

peted in the luge and the skeleton

Class Retreat: 2pm May 17 to spm May 19
*10-hourclass service project due June6

Class Retreat: 2PM May 10 to spm May 12
*
10-hour class service project due June 3

Perhaps no other athlete or group
of athletes in these olympics faced

more pressure than the canadian
HOCKEY TEAM.

ingdrugs, JimMcKay trying to use
snowboardinglingoandalltheother
painful moments of theOlympics.
Instead, let us rememberthegood
things about these past seventeen
daysin thelandofstrict liquorlaws.
Take with you from thesegames
thememoriesofBodeMiller,charging down the slopes to make not
one,but twoimprobablecomebacks
for silver medals in the combined
and giant slalom.
Bode could have also earned a
medal in the slalom with a conservative second run, but skiing con-

racer from Argentina whoraced on
an old sledborrowedfrom an Italian racer.
Most ofallIwouldlike to raisea
bigglass ofMolson's toourhockeyloving friends to the North.
Although I was rooting for the
US squad to come through with a
victory in Sunday's gold medal
hockey game, Icannot think of a
betterteam tolose it to thanCanada.
This is a country that invented
the game of hockey, yet had not
won a gold medal in fifty years
goingintoSunday's game.Perhaps

***This class requires an additional fee of $275 for lodging, food, materials,equipment and
facilitation at the retreat center. To reserve your space for Mgmt. 471, leave an envelope(addressed
to GregPrussia) with your check enclosed at the Pigott, third floor front desk. Write the class section
number (01 or 02) on the face ofyour check payable to: Teams and Leaders

'

For further information contact: qprussia(a>seattleu,edu
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are subject to change without notice.

Sports
Redhawks: team records second win in a row before losing in semis
From front pave

TheRedhawks appearedto be on
a hot streak going into the game, as

outrebounded47-27.TheChargers
grabbed 20 offensive rebounds,

they'ddefeated Michigan-Dearborn
thenight before, 74-67, to setup the
semifinalmatchup with BriarCliff.
Peterson led four Redhawks in
double figures against the Wolves,
scoring 18 off the bench. Bloom
(17), Enfield(13), andsenior point

compared to just 19 defensive

boards for SU.
'They won the game on the offensive boards,"Callerosaid."And
probably lOofthosereboundswere
in thelast 10minutes of the game." guard Brian Johnson
Josh WinstonledBCU witheight
and nine of the 10
argers who played collected at

tiounds.

least three apiece. Senior guard
DamonHunterscored 17 points off
the bench to lead the BCU, while
EarlLewis (11) and JasonIsaacson
for 21.
lior forward Bryan Peterson
d 16 off thebench to lead SU,
as the onlyRedhawk to score
figures.Freshman guard
idy Bloom and senior swingman
Adam Enfield each scored nine,
while leadingscorerDarnell Lyons
was held to seven points on three

E:"doublombiened

for 12 shooting.

(11)

also

scored in double figures.
"It was a monumental victory,"
Callero saidofhis team's fifth win
of the season,versus 22losses."We
showed an overall discipline,

intensity, and intelligence. We
controlledthe tempo,shotreal well,
andtook greatcareofthebasketbal 1.
It wasa great team effort."
Lyons scored only one point in
the win over Michigan-Dearborn,
finishing with eight in the tournament and dropping his scoring average to 14.6, 1lthintheconference.

Evenwith their postseasonhopes
dashed for 2002, the Redhawks'
seasonis not done yet. The teamhas

"What if we really loved each
other?"
a tolte about love within relationships,

by Jason Evert
Tuesday, March 5
Pigott Auditorium 7:30 pm

Vvvhat Ls the difference between love and Lust?
wooes my boyfriend/girlfriend treat w.t wLth
respect?

Vtfow far is, too far on a date7

Enfield is third on the team with
11.1 pointsper game, and leadsthe
GNAC in three-pointersmade with
69. His .385 percentage from beyond the arc is good enough for
13th in the conference.
Roberts, whojustrecentlyplayed
his way into the starting lineup, is

GNAC games left, against last three contests, all losses.
The Seawolves of Alaska-AnAlaska-Fairbanks tonight and
Alaska-Anchorage on Saturday.
chorage have come one especially
Both games will be at the strong in recent weeks, losing by
just one point to third-place WestConnolly Center at 7 p.m.
When askedifthe tworemaining ern Washington two days after takgames have lost any importance ing second-placeSeattlePacific to
due to the tournament results, overtime before falling 96-85.
UAA is 8-17 overall and 8-8 in
Callero says his players will not
take a lackdaisical approach.
the GNAC, ranking fourth in the
"We're still playing to build a conference.
program," he said. "We want to
Peter Bullock leadsthe team with
finish the yearon a winning streak. 18.6 points,but washeld to just six
This is a competitive group of against the Redhawks in a 73-53
people. We lost to both teams on win on Jan. 24.
theirhome court,sowe wantto turn
The upcoming contests will be
thelast collegiate gamesforseniors
around and beat them on ours."
At 3-22 overall and 1-15 in the Brian Johnson, Phillip Aurand,
GNAC, the UAFNanooks are sit- Steve Roberts, Adam Enfield, and
ting at last place in the conference. Ed McLaughlin.
That one win, though,came against
Johnson has been the starter at
SUon Jan. 26, a 54-48 game which point guard for most of the season,
was one of the Redhawks' lowest leadingSU with3.4assistsper game
(11th in the GNAC) and ranking
scoring outputs of the season.
John Early leads the team in fourth on thesquad with 9.7 points.
scoring with 17 points per game, He has also played 31 minutes per
andhasscored19.3 in theNanooks' game,the most on the team.
two

sixth in the GNAC in three-point
perecentage at .422 and is third on
the Redhawks in both steals (13)
and assists (36).
Aurand, a reserve forward/center, is third on the team in blocked

shots (4) and has played over 11
minutes per game, including five
starts.

McLaughlin, another reserve
frontcourt player, has made four
starts and plays about nineminutes

a night.
"The seniors want to go out ona
positivenote."Callero said."We're
representingSeattle University,and
taking a carefreeattitude when representing the school is not

acceptable."

/BuildS
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vfuture/

Sponsoredby Campus Ministry
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To build a secure financial future, you
need a solid foundation. Seattle Metropolitan

sessions, hawaii
summer
*
6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,690 (based on
typical costs of tuition,room & board, books, and
estimated airfare)

Term 1: May 28-July 5 " Term 2: July 8-August 15

www.summer.hawaii.edu "toll-free 1(800) 862-6628

services tailored just for you, including:
"
Free* Checking with free VISA check card
"
Credit Union can help. You are eligible to
Free ATM access anywhere(surcharges still apply)
■ FreeInternet banking andbill payer service
join SMCU and take advantage of our full
"
range of financial services. You'll benefit
and the ability to check your balance
better
rates
and
lower
x^V
and account activity 24 hours a
fees
from
than most banks. You'll
a^ phone, ATM, or
wW
the Internet.
also be eligible for
I
variety
a
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SEATTLE METROPOLITAN
YOUR CITY. YOUR CREDIT UNION.

Call us today for the branch nearest you and start building your future now.

206-398-5500
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Arts & Entertainment
The Spectator
Drama players rise
Calendar
offun!
Invalid
above script in

11

SEAN REID
A&E Editor
In the Seattle University Drama
Department's play. The Imaginary
Invalid,doctors are quacks.
Written by 17th century dramatistMoliere,Imaginary//jvo/irfsatirizes a time where the medical profession was all bloodletting and
enemas.Nowmodernized ina script
by Fine Artsprofessor Ki Gottberg,
the play takes place in a not too
distant future where the prescriptions are flashierbut justas useless.
While Invalid is bolstered by
flashy setdesign and terrific acting,
the plot is toooften banal and drags
theplay There aremomentsofcom-

.

edy thatoffer welcome distraction,
but they are never enough to warrant paying for this show.
And yet, with such a great cast
one doesn't really want to see Invalid go wrong.

Patrick Bonck hasthe play's starring role as the hypochondriac Argon.
Argon is bedridden by choice,
convinced that he is suffering from
a certain ailment at any given moment. He uses this, in part, as an
excuse to boss around his servant,
Toinette (Victoria Dicce). and be
doted on day and night. Toinette
knows he's faking, but seems willing to go along with his facade, so
long as she can insult him for her
ownentertainment.
Their banter in the play grows
tedious at times, but it's entertaining in a few scenes.
For example, when Toinette refuses to follow his order. Argon
tries to wack her withhis cane from
his bed.but, beingtoofaraway cuts
onlyair. It's funnybecausehecould
—
stand upand jumpat her but that.
of course, would be blowing his
illusion of sickliness.
Argon also has a daughter. Angelica (Abby Murray), whom he
plans to marry off to a family of
doctors. This way, he reasons, he

MELISSA SWEAT
Staff Reporter

can afford to have secure hospital care 24/7 around the clock.
However, Angelica loves the
dashing Cleante (Brian Smith)
and not the four-eyed doctor to
whom she is betrothed. To secure a happy ending, Toinette
andAngelicaplot to fool around
with Argon and get rid of the
doctors.

While the play is hopelessly
predictable in its course, the
actors,thankfully,rise above the
material.

Each performer puts so much
lifeandeffort intotheir roles. As
Argon,Bonck continues toshow
his greatactingability through a
palette ofemotions. He's cracking sarcasm one moment and
blowing his top at other
characters in the next. And all
SEANREID / A&EEDITOR
the while, he's able to
demonstratetheworrisome state Sick ofit:Argon(Bonck)and Toinette
"
of Argon, whose imagination (Dicce) spar in "ImaginaryInvalid.
Pharmacologist (Cheyenne Kiel)
holds him prisoner.
Dicce literally thrustsherself into who steps in with his phallic-like
the role of Toinette. Her perfor- medical instrument for Argon's
mance is no-holds-barred and she enema treatment. It's perhaps the
never waversin her delivery. Even most disturbingly funny scene in
when she'snotinteractingwithother the whole play. As another doctor
characters,Dicce seems to take glee explains to Argonofhis worsening
in responding to the other action condition, Kiel fondles histool lovhappening in the play. When her ingly off on the side of the stage,
character impersonates an eccen- and robs the entire scene without a
tric doctor later in the play, she's word.
Still, in their best comedic motrulygiven thechance topushherself
by switching from one persona to ments, thecast can'thelpbeingin a
mediocre play. When plotdevelopthe next.
The supportingcast also worksin mentis the onlythinggoing on,it's
often tiring and even boring.
the comedy.
If anything,SU'sDrama players
Consider the scene with Doctor
have
Thiels)
proven they should do more
introducDiaforus (Andrew
(Sandeepßhuta)
comedies. Just not this one.
ing hisson Thomas
Thomas,
daughter.
ImaginaryInvalidcontinues toArgon
to
andhis
night
and tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
suitor,
greeting
has his
Angelica's
speech all prepared, but he hardly the Fine Arts Building's Vachon
seemsenthusiastic to talk. It's funny Room.The play willalso runSaturwhen he starts speaking in a mono- day and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.Tick$8 for
tone voice, buttruly hilarious when etsare $5 forSUstudentsand
Thiels' character can be seen so thegeneralpublic and are available
eagerlycoachinghis son off to the at the door.
Call (206) 296-5360 for more
side, by mouthing each word.
There's also the scene-stealing information.

Dinner and music
anyone?
(who? you
Harmann
Daniel G.
at the Rose
saying)plays
might
be
Ya 'Mon
in
the
Mt.
Neighat
Cafe"
Baker
Marley
Festival
Club
It's the Bob
at
p.m.
borhood
8
Night
Club in
The Bohemian
On his debut CD Failures in
Pioneer Square.
Motion,
Marley
Harmann could fit
"JrGong"
With Damian
(sonof Bob)andThe GhettoYouth alongside Nick Drake and other
singer/songwriter types. What
Crew.
Doesn't it just soundlike fun? could be better than quiet,
Call (206) 447-15 14for details. contemplative music paired with
simply excellent food?
Visit www.hellotower.com for
more info.
Sea a Free Flick in Style
Time warp back to the 80s as
SEAC puts onan costume contest
Can't we play nice?
and a showing of the Molly
Pink,
at
8
flick,
Prettyin
Ringwald
Boys Against Girls/Girls
p.m. in Wycoff Auditorium.
AgainstBoys, the phenomenal art
Best 80soutfit wins freeIMAX show, continues its display at the
tickets, SEACBattle of the Bands NationGallery (rightnear I-SPY).
vouchers, and much, much more.
With lots of 3D art and so much
more, this exhibit deals with
gender issues in a serious and
QIO People Make Great
Movies.Too
playful manner. Runs untilMarch
Last Order, starring Michael 10.
Came opens at the Guild 45th
Call (206) 374-9492 for details
Theatre.
Winner ofBest Ensemble Cast
by the 2001 National Board of
Review,it's a storyaboutold, lifelong friends sent on a journey.
Forshowtimesvisit the website,
www.moviefone.com

Funny name, cool band
Gorky's Zygotic Mynci (yep
that's it) stewsup sunny pop/folkrocking tunes with strings, Moog

synths, acoustic guitars, and covocalharmonies.
They're bound to take you to a
happierplace.
See them live at the Crocodile
Cafe.
Call (206) 441-5611 for more
info.

USAlfct=,

Make your voice heard!

If you are selected, you will receive a letter in the next week directing you
to a website to complete the survey. When the results have been compiled, SI I will receive a report that gives an overview of the experiences ol
our students. Individual answers are confidential.

The survey will take
less than 15 minutes

—

you can complete it
between checking your
e-mail and finishing
that paper.
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ihatsays happiness should not be
sacrificed for pride,starts today at
sthAvenue Theatre.
The show starts at 8 p.m.

Call (206) 625-1900 for details

Must See Absurditvl
Daniel Johnston, the Moldy
Peaches,and the Stratford play at
the Crocodile Cafe. With songs
like "Casper the Friendly Ghost"
and "Who's Got the Crack?" how
could this not be a good time?
Show starts at 9 p.m., tickets
$10, 21and over.
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Help improve undergraduate education at Seattle University...

About 900 first-year and senior Seattle University students will be selected
at random to complete the National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE). This survey focuses on student learning.
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bkroon@seattleu.edu

NSSE at their website:

TUESDAY,
MARCH sth5th

'

For more information,
contact Bonita Kroon,
Information Manager,
Office of the Provost, at

or view information on
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Arts & Entertainment
Hartnett's 40 Days swears off sex,clean jokes
DOMINIC SCARPELLI
Staff Reporter

and he isn'tover it yet.
All his one-night stands after-

where Hartnett's character gives
course she's really disappointed findlate at night on Cinemax.
when she finds out they can't do it,
And this is weird,
Sossamon's an orgasm byrubbing
buteventuallyeverythingworksout.
It'sthe sort ofsituation that must her body with flower petals? The
kids,
Some of the comedy is deftly exasperateparents,
— because what romance is too dirty for little
executed, but it's so aggressively are youngkids the intended audi- and the jokes are too stupid for big

wards are complicatedby terrifying
Ifyou're aJoshHartnett fan, (and hallucinations. In an obvious and
who isn't?) you might be tediously cerebral homage to Rodisappointed byhislatest movie,40 man Polanski's Respulsion, Matt
Days and40 Nights.
sees gaping cracks opening up in
maybe
not.
to
the ceiling whenhe's having sex.
Or
Hartnettseems
makea point ofonlyacting interrible
SoMatt swears off sex for Lent,
—
films whether they'reartistically because, for reasons thatthe movie
reprehensible (Pearl Harbor), or leaves vague,he thinks abstinence
morally reprehensible (BlackHawk will helphim forget Nicole. SwearDown).
ing off sex is difficult for Matt—
Soif you appreciated themovies opportunitiesforfornication areper—
he's made in the past, you might petually presented to him it's not
like the new one. Hedoesn't break likeifyou orIwere to swear off sex.
his streak.
Women go after him with the
Foramoviethat'sbeenrepeatedly dogged determination of bill colbilled as a no sex comedy (with lectors, as if he owedthe femalesof
stress on the "no,"get it? It took me SanFrancisco aquart ofsemeneach.
—
a while thank goodnessthey used
His co-workers at the dot.com
the phrase three times in the company he works for (staffed alHorny:Hartnettputs the moveson Sossamon.
promotional material),40 Daysand most entirely by nerds and hot
—
40 Nights is dirty,dirty, dirty.
girls righteous, bro)startabetting
Matt (Hartnett), a twenty- pool to see if he can last all forty low-browthat itcurdles as quick as ence for the movie, the onlypeople
something web designer in San days.
you take it in. The romance oscil- likely to find the line "hand me a
Francisco, used to be in arelationThen of course he meets a nice lates between tenderness, inno- magnum for my magnum, buddy"
ship with Nicole,but they broke up girl (Shannyn Sossamon), and of cence, and something you might funny— supposedtomakeofa scene

kids.
Hartnett doesn'treallystand out

from the unknowns who make up
the rest of the cast. He dutifully

fulfills his responsibilities as acomedian and a romantic lead. If I
was a thirteen-year-old girl I'd be
smitten.
Actually,as a comedianhe's sort
of charming. He has an easy-going
charisma and the script makes him
so unthreatening (no doubt for the
benefitofthe thirteen-year-old girls)
that there's really nothing one can
find objectionable.
Skip 40 Days and 40 Nights if
youhave the option tosee any other
movie that seems like it might be
edifying or interesting for you.
There's no pressing need to see

this movie,but it's not bad if you're
looking for eye-candy and a few
dirtyjokes.

Like its artist, Craig David's new album is enticing
Alexis juday-marshall

The album offers all the usual
The songshot straightup the charts
whenitarrived onAmerican shores, hits, as well as such hidden treaEditor-in-Chief
as havehis other radio hits, "Seven sures as "Once in a Lifetime," and
The smooth, sultry notes issued Days" and the most recent, "Walk- the eerily beautiful "Walking
Away," which showcases David's
from Craig David in his new CD
Born to Do It, evoke images of a
talent as a singer and songwriter.
near-religious
Davidachingly proclaims, "You
musical experience. His voice
is chocolate to
hear.
The
man
could sing any
wordshewished
and he would
stillsound as ef-

fortless

and
acoustically
sound as hedoes

Anyone who
listens to his
VOCAL

that his album should have been more wise, and
wellIdon't wanna livemylife, too
many sleepless nights, not menAmerican artist. tioning the fights, I'm sorry to say
His appeal then lady."

becomes univer-

Davidnails heartacheon thehead
for those familiar with its tragedy.
Theevocative lyricsare mixedwith
an appropriatemelody,upbeat but
melancholy at the same time.
Thealbum works.

It is packaged well
The music is a mix of classical
instruments and a fun modernity
that completes his freshman musical attempts.
David'scelebrity gets muchplay

on MTV, and his baby face could
definitely not be called a detriment
to his popularity. His maturity as a
singer transfers over to his personage as well.He is a pro forall ofhis
20 years.
Anyone who listens to his vocal
enticementsis urged to make love
tohis voice, as hedocs to theirears.
CraigDavid may be hyped, but
hemayalsobe aroundforawhileif
he keeps this up.

workedthat way

ENTICEMENTS IS

tirough

the

etails and careul production
t lat is evident in

(

URGED TO MAKE

in his debut alLOVE TO HIS
orn to Do It.
bum.
ThealbumofVOICE...
But most imupbeat
ers
portantly, theauc ance tunes like
dience would
"Fill Me In," but
still beg for
alsomesmerizes
more.
the audiences with slinky tales of
At 20, Craig David has already romance and late night escapades
achieved agreatersuccessthan most such as "FollowMe."
accomplish in a lifetime. At 18 he
Born to Do It mixes fresh backhad the number one hit inEngland ground beats with David's liquid
with his debut solo, "Fill Me In." voice and self-produced lyrics.
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®
Vancouver Film School
VFS offersfull-time programs in film,new media,3D animationand digitaleffects,
sound
design for visual media,2d animation,acting, writing and make-up for filmand television.

Bastyr is known worldwidefor our innovative graduate
programs in the naturalhealth sciences.We prepareyou
for rewarding careers in complementaryand alternative£t)k
medicine.Learn to make a difference.
jd^.

There maybeas few as ten schools inthe worldthat graduate students withproficiencies
at a standard ashigh as VFS.These schools typically takefour years to doit.

ft

Learn more about our graduate programs:
Acupuncture & OrientalMedicine
NaturopathicMedicine

Nutrition

BASTYR

UNIVERSITY

i^H Hfe

J^^Hl
ilC* I■
f

VFS is the onlyschool toaccomplish the feat in oneyear.
Call 1-800-661-4101 emailresistrar@vfs.com or visit

IN
■
J_^__L_

13

-

www.vfs.com

Suite 200 198 West Hastings Street,Vancouver BC, V6B IH2
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ASSU
Associated Students of

Universi|w
If You Are...
Please get in contact with one of your ASSU
Officers if you have any questions or
concerns about campus!
Executive Branch
President: Virgil Domaoan
V.P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
V.P. of Student Affairs: Annette Gaeth
Executive V. P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director: Nichole Graham
Executive Assistant: Emily Hall
Webmaster: BenMurane

ASSU is on a quest for a new logo and we want YOUR help. COMPETE
in the "ASSU Logo Contest" by putting your abilities to work. Design a
catchy logo for ASSU. The following are the criteria for the logo:
Designs are due by March 15, 2002.
«
«
Turn in logo designs to the ASSU Office (Room 203 of the
Upper SUB).
«
Four Prints of logo must be done with these requirements:
1 4 Colors
2. 3 Colors
3. 2 Colors
4. Black and White

domaoanv@seattleu.edu

wileyt@seattleu.edu
gaetha@seattleu.edu
o 'neils@seattleu.edu

grahamn@seattleu.edu
hallel @seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu

-

Legislative Branch Representatives

Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
Junior Rep: HectorHerrera
Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
At-Large Rep: Nicole Palmitter
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
Commuter Rep: GretaSmith
Non-Traditional:Tom Gaspers
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel
At-Large Rep: TessAbellera

.

"It is the Mission of ASSU to ensure the representation of all students in
the ongoing development of the university community."

Questions? Call Nichole Graham at (206) 296-8596or (206) 296-6050
THERE WILLBE PRIZES

quach@seattleu.edu
herrerh@seattleu.edu
biviand@seattleu.edu
sanches@seattleu.edu

bergquc@seattleu.edu
palmitn@seattleu.edu
easseyg@seattleu.edu
fongy@seattleu.edu

smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert@seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu
abellem@seattleu.edu

United Filipino Club's Bth
Annual lEanTO© Fn@§te£

Women's Human Rights Week
March 4-8, 2002
In celebration of International Women's Day!

E )oors open at 5:30 p.m. in the Campion Ballroom on
N larch 2, 2002. Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m.

Come join in the conversations:

Tuesday, March 5, at 3:30 p.m. in Schaffer Auditorium: "Do"
mestic Violence and Sexual Assault in Seattle.

Traditional food, stories, and dance. Join the
fun!

Wednesday, March 6, at 3:30 p.m. in Wycoff Auditorium:
"
"Personal Stories ofInternational Women.

$12 fee with SU I.D. and $14 for general public.
Tickets sold at the CAC or the door.

Thursday, March 7 at 3:30 p.m. in Wycoff Auditorium: "Inter"
national Women 's Rights.
Sponsored by Amnesty International. For further information see website
at www.aiusa.org

I

I

Is Prosperity around the corner?
Three economists discuss the future of our economy.
Wednesday, March 6, 2002 at 12:00 p.m. in the Schafe

'

Auditorium.
From the Governor's Council of Ecominic Advisors,
Dick Conway PhD, David Rapach PhD, and
Chris Weber PhD join us in discussion.
Refreshments will be served.
More Questions? Contact the Finance, Economics,
and Risk Management Club at (206) 948-1211. |

'

$

SU Hockey team
League Action!
Come support and watch, it's FREE!
Sunday, March 3, 2002 at the
Highland Ice Arena in Shoreline.
Complete schedule at www.cascadehockey.com
For more information call Scan Walsh
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at (206)220-2965

Marketplace

200. Help Wanted

-

-

Fraternities Sororities
Clubs " Student Groups
Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
threehour fundralsingevent.
Does notinvolvecredit card
applications. Fundraising
date,
fltUng

"

qu^so

Tour
$$^odj;o|
SSSnSSSSm^!
$
www.campusfundraiser.com
$5-$125

and
more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com
Earn

_—

.

400. Services
__^^_—

YoungAduits wanted. Work
around your
school
schedule. Earn full-time
incomewith part-timehours,
For more info call 800-7997860.

40°-

-^ O O *1 f* "1
0
L'XuiJ
Oi»l XCUu
/■*" "1

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

Imagine owning a homebased business in the
communicationsindustry for
less than the priceofa cup of
coffee per day! And being
able to offer free longdistance
across the country bundled
with local phone service!
h1,p://WorkForSe1f.1nfo.

15

Clearance Sale on Brand
Name Laptops! Prices So
Low. Its Almost Illegal!! Get
Todayllhttp://
Yours
www.hQmcQflaptops.coni or call:

-\

g

/

%&W&0
_^T

JiWICff)
J^
gPFW%

■

,,

Q

Monthly Parklng Ava ab]e

tKTSS

Looking for a Speaker?

"conSiedTces^Door
Reserved
sta.is

Call the Washington Insurance Council for an
insurance professional
who can speak
to your
j
r
r
group about insurance related issues that affect
your life. Call today!!

1011 EastTerrace Street
»aii

__—

S"

1-800-775-852$,
MM), For Kent

Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

Parking

"24-hour surveillance cameras

call 206 381-5878
think YOU'REpregnant?
" "" '
";;"■
Birthright
Call
for Ed
confidential support andfree |°'3CQ YQVlf flO tQfflfly! |
pregnancy test. 1-800-550- |gj Waylen LeopoWino
4900 (24-hourtoll-free line). "

3 Email: adlnfo@seattleu.edu

.

(206) 624-3330

IV

>

Personals
Lost cell phone at SHAFT Becca,
$50 reward (and thanks). You work too hard.
Silver Sanyo call Steve 709- * H
"
7613.

Girlie Ihope you have an

/
MA

awesome 2 1stbirthday. You
are a great camel.

Q: A man left home running.
He ran a ways and then
turned left, ran the same
distance and turned left
again,ran the same distance
and turnedleft again.When
he got home there were two
maskedmen.Who were they?

Hi Mom K,
How are things? Chrissy and
1 are doing well. You will
probably get this issue after
an
u be
J
told
,
your
visit with us. So. did
>?
Koss about Racn. What do
youenjoyyour tripto Seattle?
g g tO We had so
S
y°"
much fun!

-GQ

£

"

ev^

Hi .

Hey Frat boy!
Youknow you like it.

Clap. clap. clap, clap, clap!
VivalaRaza!
VivalaMujer!

.^^^^

...

Tom of Finland ? Oh no

>J
P>
N^V^V^i^^

Joe!

U R my heart and my best Hey Shy
y Guy
y with NB 802's
friend thank u for always an that blue fleece. I got
holding my hand.
vour dinner
dinner date.
date
your
Love your girlyJ girl
&

IJjtoyTu^iB

=

...

K)

.

m£jj

jBlT"

~*>J»jIl^^^^^il

HoPe y° u doinS well. Don't
worry about that letter. She
doesn't know what she,,is
* v, * v
n
f
talking
about. You andjthe
Doc- are great people. Move
on! Trust me> there wlU be

,

Im
'
' nlr^
I
Brandy baby Thanks u for being such a

hfeumeTn^unteTrv
T TT?Z
S^or^^SSS^Scrote T

J

or

°^

Ifnt-

do? Watcn

A: The catcher and umpire

tm

.

difference

thrive on making people

Dispatch for Quadstock!

Dont let them

win. Luv ya, = )

-

Tazzy

Fun Food for Thought
jXj*
~ **

y T

You do the math
i
Place your personals
today.
y\\

Tastes like burning

j

"You have to stay in shape. Mygrandmother, she
started walkingJive miles a day when she was 60. She's
"
today and we don rt know where the hellshe is.
Ellen DeGeneres

Pick-up and submit your personals form at the CAC.
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What SU sport would you cut and why?
"Sports... Idon't
even know all the
sports we have.
How sad is that?
Yd say tennis,
"
I
guess.

"

''If they could cut any

sport, let's cut track.
They're just

..

running.
ion't beat be
up."

Jennifer

Amy Sly,

Magelky,

junior,

sophomore,

Chemistry

journalism

"7 don't believe any sport shoulc
—
be cut because Ithin1'
everyone should have
the opportunity to
participate it

something
they enjoy
"
doing.

"I wouldn't cut any
sports. Iwouldadd
sports because sports
make everyone
Holly Bueb,

freshman,

mathematics

NICHOLE
Sauvageau, junior, Accounting

"The administration would probably cut

"7 really think it wouldbe
nice if we hadlawn sports
like tennis, croquet, and
polo. We could pretend
" to be

Ivy League.

MITCHEL JOHNSON, SENIOR,
PSYCHOLOGY

"I think they should cut the
football team because they
haven 't won a game all
year.
Jimmy Thorn, sophomore,
Electrical
Engineering
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